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1 Introduction

An unexpected application area for programming languages is complexity theory. Can we design
a programming language in which we can only write programs that run in polynomial time? Can
we design a programming language in which we can implement exactly the polynomial-time
functions? This question has been positively answered by Bellantoni and Cook in 1992 [BC92].
The original motivation for the development of Bellantoni and Cook’s language was to provide
a syntactic characterization of polynomial time that would eventually lead to a separation
of the complexity classes P and NP by proving that a specific decision function in NP (e.g.,
traveling salesman) cannot be implemented in the language. Today, there exist several syntactic
characterization of P and there are also other interesting complexity classes (like LOGSPACE or
PSPACE), which have been characterized by programming languages. The research area that
studies such languages is called implicit computational complexity. We will focus on FP and P
in this lecture.

We say that a (mathematical) function is polynomial time or in the class FP if it can be
implemented by an algorithm whose runtime is bounded by a polynomial. The class of function
P is the subset of FP in which we only consider functions that encode decision problems, that is,
functions with a boolean result type. Similarly, the class NP consists of decision problems that
can be implemented in non-deterministic polynomial time.

The title of the lecture is inspired by the 1984 song Precious Little Diamond by Fox the Fox
and the diamond type ¦ that has been introduced by Hofmann [Hof99] to develop my favorite
programming language for P. A variant of this language characterizes the complexity class
EXP [Hof02].

2 Structural Recursion

Let us approach the problem of designing a language for FP step by step. Our first observation is
that the language should be total since every function in FP is total. This means that we have to
restrict recursion and cannot add fixed points fix{τ}(x.e) like in the lecture on cost semantics.

System T A prominent example of a total language is Gödel’s System T [Har12]. System T has
been designed by Gödel around 1941 and presented in a talk at Yale University. However, it was
published much later. The context of this development was Gödel’s interest in proof theory. He
had already shown that there are effective proof systems in his Completeness Theorem (1929)
and that such proof system are necessarily incomplete for logics that are at least as expressive
as Peano Arithmetic (PA). PA roughly corresponds to first-order theorems that can be proved
by (nested) induction over natural numbers. In particular, Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem
showed that it is impossible to prove the consistency of PA inside PA. System T was presented as
a higher-order version of PA and Gödel’s main result was that System T is expressive enough to
show the consistency of PA. Here, System T is presented as a programming language for total
functions.
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Γ` e : τ “expression e has type τ under context Γ”

Γ(x) = τ
Γ` x : τ

( T:VAR)
Γ, x:τ′ ` e : τ

Γ` lam{τ′}(x.e) : τ′ → τ
( T:ABS)

Γ` e1 : τ′ → τ Γ` e2 : τ′

Γ` app(e1;e2) : τ
( T:APP)

Γ` z : nat
( T:ZERO)

Γ` e : nat

Γ` s(e) : nat
( T:SUCC)

Γ` e : nat Γ` e0 : τ Γ, x : nat, y : τ` e1 : τ

Γ` rec{e0; x, y.e1}(e) : τ
( T:REC)

Figure 1: Static semantics of System T.

In System T, general recursion is replaced with a recursor over natural numbers (see below).
The idea is to define a function f : nat → τ by defining the base case f (0) : τ and a recursive
case f (n +1) : nat → τ→ τ that computes the result as a function of the predecessor n and the
recursive call f (n).

The types of System T are defined as follows.

τ ::= nat
τ1 → τ2

The expressions of System T of the are defined as follows.

e ::= x x
lam{τ}(x.e) λ(x : τ)e
app(e1;e2) e1(e2)
z z
s(e) s (e)
rec{e0; x, y.e1}(e) rec e {z ,→ e0 | s (x) with y ,→ e1}

The recursor rec{e0; x, y.e1}(e) defines a (terminating) recursion on the value n of e. The base
case (n = 0) is given by e0 and the recursive case (n = n′+1) is given by e1 where the predecessor
n′ of n is bound to x and the recursive result is bound to y .

The static semantics of System T e is given by the judgment Γ` e : τ as defined by the rules
in Figure 1. Note that there are no restrictions on the result type τ in the rule T:REC. So τ can
be a function type. This ability makes System T surprisingly powerful. For example, we can
define Ackermann’s function which is an extremely fast growing function which is hopelessly far
outside of the class FP.

We note that higher-order functions often pose challenges to resource analysis, as we will
see later in the course. Our first step is to look a version of System T in which results of recursive
computations are restricted to natural numbers.

The dynamic semantics of System T is given in Figure 2. We use a vanilla evaluation dynamics
using the judgment e ⇓ v . We do not need a cost semantics since we use an intrinsic notion of
complexity given by the mathematical functions in the classes FP and FP in this lecture.

It is surprisingly difficult to show that System T is indeed a total language, that is, that every
closed expression evaluates to a value.

Theorem 1. If e : τ is a closed expression then e ⇓ v for some value v.

Expressivity of System T It is not surprising that the proof of Theorem 1 is not straightforward
if we consider the expressivity of System T.

We define a translation from natural numbers to numerals as follows.

0 = z
n +1 = s(n)
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e ⇓ v “expression e evaluates to value v”

lam{τ}(x.e) ⇓ lam{τ}(x.e)
(E:LAM)

e1 ⇓ lam{τ}(x.e) e2 ⇓ v2 [v2/x]e ⇓ v

app(e1;e2) ⇓ v
(E:APP)

z ⇓ z
(E:ZERO)

e ⇓ v

s(e) ⇓ s(v)
(E:SUCC)

e ⇓ z e0 ⇓ v

rec{e0; x, y.e1}(e) ⇓ v
(E:REC-Z)

e ⇓ s(vx ) rec{e0; x, y.e1}(vx ) ⇓ vy [vx , vy /x, y]e1 ⇓ v

rec{e0; x, y.e1}(e) ⇓ v
(E:REC-S)

Figure 2: Dynamic semantics of System T.

Definition. We say that a function h :Nk →N is definable in System T if there is an expression
eh : nat →···→ nat such that e(n1) · · · (nk ) ⇓ h(n1, . . . ,nk ) for all n1, . . . ,nk .

We can show that the functions definable in System T correspond exactly to the function
that can be proved to be terminating in PA. Intuitively, that corresponds to functions for which
we can show termination by a (nested) induction on the natural numbers.

One prominent function that is definable in System T (how?) is Ackermann’s functions
A :N2 →N defined as

A(0,n) = n +1
A(m +1,0) = A(n,1)
A(m +1,n +1) = A(m, A(m +1,n))

Note that it follows from the computational version of Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem
that for every total language, there are (total) computable functions that are not definable in
the language. One such function is an interpreter for the total language. In the case of System T,
this is a function that takes an encoding of a System T expression e : nat and returns n such that
e ` n. Theorem 1 states that such an interpreter is indeed total and thus intuitively computable.

Primitive Recursion The next step down to our way to a language for FP is to reduce the
expressivity of System T by restricting recursion to the type nat. This leads to the primitive
recursive functions, which do not contain extremely fast growing functions like Ackermann’s
function. The primitive recursive functions are first-order functions Nk → N that are usually
defined inductively on (mathematical) functions. Here, we define a higher-order version that is
very similar to System T. We call this language System P.

The types, expressions, and dynamic semantics carry over from System T. Moreover, most
rules of the static semantics are identical. The only change is that we replace the rule T:REC with
the rule P:REC below.

Γ` e : nat Γ` e0 : nat Γ, x : nat, y : nat ` e1 : nat

Γ` rec{e0; x, y.e1}(e) : nat
(P:REC)

The rule P:REC requires that the result type of the recursive computation is nat instead of an
arbitrary type τ as in System T.

Expressivity of Primitive Recursion

Definition. We say that a function h :Nk →N is primitive recursive (with unary representation) if
there is an expression eh : nat →···→ nat such that e(n1) · · · (nk ) ⇓ h(n1, . . . ,nk ) for all n1, . . . ,nk .

Primitive recursive functions cannot grow as fast as functions definable in System T.

Theorem 2. Ackermann’s function is not primitive recursive.
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Nevertheless, it is easy implement primitive recursive functions that are not in the class FP.
Consider for example the function exp below.

double ≡ λ(x : nat) rec x {z ,→ z | s (_) with y ,→ s(s(y))}
exp ≡ λ(x : nat) rec x {z ,→ s(z) | s (_) with y ,→ double(y)}

Then exp(n) = 2n . Further iteration on the function exp leads to enormous growth. We did not
define a cost semantics in this lecture but it should be intuitively clear that (exp) has exponential
cost and thus should not be in the class FP.

Binary Representation In complexity theory,1 it is standard to work with a binary representa-
tion of natural numbers. This means that we look for algorithms that are polynomial-time in the
sizes |n| of their inputs, where

|n| = dlog2(n +1)e .

We extend the size operation point-wise to tuples ~n and define |(n1, . . . ,nk )| = (|n1|, . . . , |nk |). So
the class FP contains exactly the functions f : Nk → N for which f (~n) is computable with a
Turing machine whose steps are bounded by a polynomial in |~n|.

In the presented version of System P, we used a unary representation of natural numbers
like the numerals n. This is not a good fit for the binary representation: With a natural cost
semantics, the cost of the function double is already exponential in |n|. So it is beneficial to use
a binary representation of the natural numbers to match the definition of the class FP.2 To this
end, we change our expression language as follows.

e ::= x x
lam{τ}(x.e) λ(x : τ)e
app(e1;e2) e1(e2)
z z
s0(e) s0 (e)
s1(e) s1 (e)
case{e0; x.e1; y.e2}(e) case e {z ,→ e0 | s0(x) ,→ e1 | s1(y) ,→ e2}
rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) rec e {z ,→ e0 | s0(x1) with y1 ,→ e1 | s0(x2) with y2 ,→ e2}

So we have two “successor” constructors s0(e) and s1(e), one for even and one for odd numbers.
Correspondingly, we have a case construct that branches based on the constructor used.

The type rules for the binary constructs are given in Figure 3. The evaluation rules of the
binary constructs are given in Figure 4.

We define the binary numerals as

0̃ = z�2n +1 = s1(ñ)
2̃n = s0(ñ) if n > 0

The syntactic form for case analysis is redundant. We have

case{e0; x1.e1; x2.e2}(e) ≡ rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e)

if y1 6∈ FV(e1) and y2 6∈ FV(e2). The reason we added is because recursion and case analysis are
treated differently in the type system of System BC in the following section.

Definition. We say that a function h :Nk →N is primitive recursive (with binary representation)
if there is an expression eh : nat →···→ nat such that e(ñ1) · · · (ñk ) ⇓ ãh(n1, . . . ,nk ) for all n1, . . . ,nk .

1The issue of representation of inputs is crucial to complexity theory and algorithm design but often not discussed in
depth.

2Alternatively, we could define FP to contain the functions f :Nk →N so that f (n1, . . . ,nk ) is computable with an
algorithm that is polynomial in n1, . . . ,nk .
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Γ` e : τ “expression e has type τ under context Γ”

Γ` z : nat
( T:Z-B)

Γ` e : nat

Γ` s0(e) : nat
( T:SE)

Γ` e : nat

Γ` s1(e) : nat
( T:SO)

Γ` e : nat Γ` e0 : nat Γ, x1 : nat ` e1 : nat Γ, x2 : nat ` e2 : nat

Γ` case{e0; x1.e1; x2.e2}(e) : nat
( T:CASE)

Γ` e : nat
Γ` e0 : nat Γ, x1 : nat, y1 : nat ` e1 : nat Γ, x2 : nat, y2 : nat ` e2 : nat

Γ` rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) : nat
( T:REC-B)

Figure 3: Static semantics of binary numbers.

e ⇓ v “expression e evaluates to value v”

z ⇓ z
(E:ZERO)

e ⇓ v

s1(e) ⇓ s1(v)
(E:SO)

e ⇓ v

s1(e) ⇓ s0(v)
(E:SE)

e ⇓ z e0 ⇓ v

case{e0; x1.e1; x2.e2}(e) ⇓ v
(E:CASE-Z)

e ⇓ s1(v ′) [v ′/x]e1 ⇓ v

case{e0; x1.e1; x2.e2}(e) ⇓ v
(E:CASE-O)

e ⇓ s0(v ′) [v ′/x]e2 ⇓ v

case{e0; x1.e1; x2.e2}(e) ⇓ v
(E:CASE-E)

e ⇓ z e0 ⇓ v

rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) ⇓ v
(E:BREC-Z)

e ⇓ s0(v ′) rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(v ′) ⇓ vr [v ′, vr /x1, y1]e1 ⇓ v

rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) ⇓ v
(E:BREC-E)

e ⇓ s1(v ′) rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(v ′) ⇓ vr [v ′, vr /x2, y2]e2 ⇓ v

rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) ⇓ v
(E:BREC-O)

Figure 4: Dynamic semantics of binary numbers.

Now we can implement a double function runs (intuitively) in polynomial time. However,
the switch to binary representations does not help with the problem of fast growing functions. It
is still possible to implement functions that are not in the class FP using binary representations.

An example for exponential growth is the function bexp below.

conc : nat → nat → nat
conc ≡ λ(n : nat) λ(m : nat)

rec n {z ,→ m
| s0(x1) with y1 ,→ s0(y1)
| s0(x2) with y2 ,→ s1(y2)}

bexp : nat → nat
bexp ≡ λ(n : nat)

rec n {z ,→ s1(z)
| s0(x1) with y1 ,→ conc(y1)(y1)
| s0(x2) with y2 ,→ conc(y2)(y2)}
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3 System BC

The idea of safe recursion [BC92] is to restrict the growths of functions by limiting the use of
recursive computations. Like with the primitive recursive functions, the original formulation of
the idea is an inductive definition of mathematical functionsNk →N. Each of these functions
is of the form f (~x;~y) where~x corresponds to normal numbers that are available for iterations
and ~y are the safe arguments that cannot be used in recursive iteration. The results of “recursive
calls” can only be used as safe arguments.

We discuss System BC, a higher-order variant of safe recursion that has been introduced by
Hofmann [Hof97a]. The idea is to introduce a type modality äτ that represents the permission
to perform recursive iterations. The modality is only present in arguments of function types.

τ ::= nat
τ1 → τ2

äτ1 → τ2

It is important to note that äτ is not a type. The type äτ1 → τ2 describes function that can
iterate over values that depend on the argument. The type τ1 → τ2 corresponds to functions for
which is argument is “safe” and values that depend on it cannot be used in recursive iterations.

The expressions of System BC are identical to the expressions of System P with binary
numbers.

e ::= x x
lam{τ}(x.e) λ(x : τ)e
app(e1;e2) e1(e2)
z z
s0(e) s0 (e)
s1(e) s1 (e)
case{e0; x.e1; y.e2}(e) case e {z ,→ e0 | s0(x) ,→ e1 | s1(y) ,→ e2}
rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) rec e {z ,→ e0 | s0(x1) with y1 ,→ e1 | s0(x2) with y2 ,→ e2}

The static semantics is given by the judgment

∆;Γ` e : τ

The context ∆ contains the modal variables, which can be used for recursive iteration while Γ
contains the safe variables that are not allowed in recursive iterations. We maintain the invariant
that dom(Γ)∪dom(∆) =;.

The type rules are defined in Figure 5. There are variable rules, one for variables in the modal
context ∆ and one for the safe context Γ. Similarly, there are two abstraction rules BC:ABS and
BC:ABS-ä. The rule BC:ABS introduces the function type τ′ → τ. Since τ′ is the type of a safe
argument, we add the binding x : τ′ to the safe context Γ when typing the function body e. The
rule BC:ABS-ä introduces the function type äτ′ → τ. Here, τ′ is the type of a modal argument
and we add the binding x : τ′ to the modal context ∆ when typing the function body e.

The difference between the modal and safe function types becomes apparent in the rules
BC:APP and BC:APP-ä for function application. In the rule BC:APP, the function argument
e2 can depend on the variables in ∆ and Γ. However, in BC:APP-ä, the argument e2 can only
depend on the variables in the modal context ∆. The intuition is that we prevent iteration over
values that depend on safe variables.

The rule BC:Rec contains the key idea of the type system. In the premise ∆, x1 : nat;Γ, y1 :
nat ` e1 : nat, we add the variable x1 (which will be bound to the predecessor of the value of e) to
the modal context ∆ since it is still available for further iteration. However, we add the variable
y1 (which will be bound to the recursive result) to the safe context Γ to prevent iteration on the
recursive result. In addition, the recursive iteration is restricted to an expression e that only
depends on modal variables.

The rule BC:Case illustrates the reason that the case construct is present in the language. If
we would implement the case analysis with recursion then the argument of the case analysis
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Γ;∆` e : τ “expression e has type τ under modal context Γ and safe context ∆”

∆(x) = τ
∆;Γ` x : τ

(BC:VAR-ä)
Γ(x) = τ
∆;Γ` x : τ

(BC:VAR)
∆;Γ, x:τ′ ` e : τ

∆;Γ` lam{τ′}(x.e) : τ′ → τ
(BC:ABS)

∆;Γ` e1 : τ′ → τ ∆;Γ` e2 : τ′

∆;Γ` app(e1;e2) : τ
(BC:APP)

∆, x:τ′;Γ` e : τ

∆;Γ` lam{τ′}(x.e) : äτ′ → τ
(BC:ABS-ä)

∆;Γ` e1 : äτ′ → τ ∆; · ` e2 : τ′

∆;Γ` app(e1;e2) : τ
(BC:APP-ä)

∆;Γ` z : nat
(BC:ZERO)

∆;Γ` e : nat

∆;Γ` s0(e) : nat
(BC:SE)

∆;Γ` e : nat

∆;Γ` s1(e) : nat
(BC:SO)

∆; · ` e : nat
∆;Γ` e0 : nat ∆, x1 : nat;Γ, y1 : nat ` e1 : nat ∆, x2 : nat;Γ, y2 : nat ` e2 : nat

∆;Γ` rec{e0; x1, y1.e1; x2, y2.e2}(e) : nat
(BC:REC)

∆;Γ` e : nat ∆;Γ` e0 : nat ∆;Γ, x1 : nat ` e1 : nat ∆;Γ, x2 : nat ` e2 : nat

∆;Γ` case{e0; x1.e1; x2.e2}(e) : nat
(BC:CASE)

∆;Γ` e : τ′ τ′ <: τ

∆;Γ` e : τ
(BC:SUB)

Figure 5: Static semantics of System BC.

would have to be modal. In BC:Case we the allow e to be safe (premise ∆;Γ` e : nat) and thus
case analysis on safe expressions. This is needed to capture all functions in FP.

Finally, we have a subtyping rule BC:SUB that enables use to use modal types when safe
arguments are required. The subtyping relation is defined by the following rules.

τ1 → τ2 <: äτ1 → τ2
(SUB:1)

σ1 <: τ1 τ2 <:σ2

τ1 → τ2 <:σ1 →σ2
(SUB:2)

Dynamic Semanitcs The dynamic semantics e ⇓ v is identical to the judgment we defined
previously for System P with binary numbers.

Examples Let us consider first the function conc again.

conc : änat → nat → nat
conc ≡ λ(n : nat) λ(m : nat)

rec n {z ,→ m
| s0(x1) with y1 ,→ s0(y1)
| s0(x2) with y2 ,→ s1(y2)}

Since we recurs over the first argument n. In the type rule BC:Rec, there are no restrictions on the
base case e0. So we are free to use m. In the recursive cases, the recursive results yi are restricted
to be used in safe positions. However, the successor constructors have type nat → nat and can
thus be used with safe arguments.
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Let us consider the function bexp, which has exponential runtime and should not type in
System BC. We first introduce a helper function.

doub : änat → nat
doub ≡ λ(n : nat) conc(n)(n)

The argument of the function doub has to be modal since it is used as the first argument of the
function conc, which is modal. If we would aim to implement the function bexp as shown below
then we are not able to type the function because the we would have to derive the judgment
n, x1; y1 ` doub(y1), which fails because doub does not accept a safe argument.

failed-bexp : nat → nat
failed-bexp ≡ λ(n : nat)

rec n {z ,→ s1(z)
| s0(x1) with y1 ,→ doub(y1)
| s0(x2) with y2 ,→ doub(y2)}

On the other hand, we are able to type the function square(n) below that computes an integer of
size n2.

square : nat → nat
square ≡ λ(n : nat)

rec n {z ,→ z
| s0(x1) with y1 ,→ conc(n)(y1)
| s0(x2) with y2 ,→ conc(n)(y2)}

Here, we have to derive the judgment n, x1; y1 ` conc(n)(y1), which is possible because n is in
the modal context and the second argument of conc is safe.

Expressivity

Definition. We say that a function h :Nk →N is definable in System BC there is an expression
eh : änat →···→änat → nat such that e(ñ1) · · · (ñk ) ⇓ ãh(n1, . . . ,nk ) for all n1, . . . ,nk .

System BC is designed to enforce the invariant stated in Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. Let e be an expression such that ∆;Γ ` e : nat for ∆ = x1 : nat, . . . , xk : nat and
Γ= y1 : nat, . . . , y` : nat. Let fe :Nk ×N`→N be the induced function of e, that is,

[ñ1, . . . , ñk ,m̃1, . . . ,m̃`/~x,~y]e ⇓ ãfe (~n, ~m) for all ~n, ~m .

Then | fe (~n, ~m)| ≤ p(|~n|)+max(|~m|).

Theorem 3 can be proved by induction on the definition of the function set. The intuition
is that the size of the result of the function is polynomial in the normal parameters ~x but is
constant in the safe parameters~y .

The main result of System BC is the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let h :Nk →N be a function. Then h definable in System BC if and only if h is in the
class FP.

The proof of only if -direction of the theorem follows from Theorem 3. The proof of the
if -direction is technical and involves the implementation of a simulator for polynomial time
Turing machines.

Higher-Type Recursion A direct extension to higher-type recursion (like in System T) leads
again to fast growing functions. The issue is that recursively defined objects can be used multiple
times in the recursor. For example, you can compose a recursively-computed function with
itself in the recursive case.

It is possible to elegantly extend System P with linear function spaces to allow recursion at
higher-types while maintaining the characterization of FP [Hof97b]. We are not discussing the
details here since System SLR, which is described later, also allows higher-type recursion.
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4 System SLR

While System BC is powerful enough to express all functions in FP, it cannot implement all
polynomial time algorithms. Safe recursion suppresses the use of recursive results in auxiliary
recursive iterations. This restriction makes programming in System BC quite difficult. One
could even argue that it is a typical pattern of a polynomial-time computation to use have a
single recursive call and to perform a lower-degree computation on the recursive result in each
iteration. This pattern is for example present in the insertion sort algorithm that is implemented
below with an iterator for lists, which is introduced later in this section.

isort ≡λ(x : L(τ)) iter x {nil ,→ nil | cons (a,_) with y ,→ insert(a, y)

Insertion sort is not expressible using safe recursion. The problem is that safe recursion uni-
formly treats recursive computations as size-increasing by a polynomial factor. However, this is
not the case. The function insert(x,`) increases the size of the list ` only by a constant, which
leads not only to a polynomial-time computation but also to the non-size increasing function
isort.

One of the purposes of safe recursion is to prevent super-polynomial growth of (binary)
numerals. Could we gain something by taking this idea to the extreme by any growth completely?
Hofmann [Hof99, Hof02] gave a positive answer to this question by developing the concept of
non-size increasing computation to prevent functions from computing data structures that are
larger than the sum of the sizes of their arguments. To keep track of this property we use an affine
type system. It seems to be very restrictive to only allow non-size increasing computation but it
allows us to use natural recursion schemes: If we combine non-size increasing computation
with structural recursion (at higher types!) then we obtain a characterization of the non-size
increasing functions in the class FP. In particular, we obtain a characterization of the class P
through functions with boolean result types. Moreover, combining non-size increasing compu-
tation with general recursion leads to a characterization of the class EXP, that is, the union of
the classes DTIME(2p(n)) over all polynomials p. Cook showed that EXP is identical to the class
of functions that can be computed in linear space with an unbounded stack.

In this lecture, we focus on the version with structural recursion that we call System SLR
(structural linear recursion). We also use Booleans and lists instead of the binary numerals.
Binary numerals can be implemented as lists of Booleans. We use lists mainly for presentation
purposes and to be able to implement interesting examples. All the aforementioned results
equally apply to the version of System SLR with binary numerals instead of lists and Booleans,
where numerals are treated exactly like binary lists in the type system.

Lists, Booleans, and diamonds Our goal is to design a type system that prevents size-increases.
An affine type system seems to be a good starting point because it eliminates size increases
through multiple use of variables. As we have seen in the insertion sort example, we however
want to allow some harmless size increases like in the function insert. More generally, we need
to be able to construct new data. However, this should only be allowed if some other

τ ::= bool
♦
τ1( τ2

τ1 ⊗τ2

L(τ)
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Γ` e : τ “expression e has type τ under context Γ”

x : τ` x : τ
(D:VAR)

Γ, x:τ′ ` e : τ

Γ` lam{τ′}(x.e) : τ′( τ
(D:ABS)

Γ1 ` e1 : τ′( τ Γ2 ` e2 : τ′

Γ1,Γ2 ` app(e1;e2) : τ
(D:APP)

c ∈ {tt, ff}

· ` c : bool
(D:BCONST )

Γ1 ` e : bool Γ2 ` e1 : τ Γ2 ` e2 : τ

Γ1,Γ2 ` if(e;e1;e2) : τ
(D:COND)

Γ1 ` e1 : τ1 Γ2 ` e2 : τ2

Γ1,Γ2 ` pair(e1;e2) : τ1 ⊗τ2
(D:PAIR)

Γ1 ` e1 : τ1 ⊗τ2 Γ2, x1 : τ1, x2 : τ2 ` e2 : τ

Γ1,Γ2 ` letp(e1; x1, x2.e2) : τ
(D:LETP) · ` nil : L(τ)

(D:NIL)

Γ1 ` e1 :♦ Γ2 ` e2 : τ Γ3 ` e3 : L(τ)

Γ1,Γ2,Γ3 ` cons(e1;e2;e3) : L(τ)
(D:CONS)

Γ1 ` e : L(τ′) Γ2 ` e1 : τ x1 :♦, x2 : τ′, y : τ` e2 : τ

Γ1,Γ2 ` iterL{e0; x1, x2, y.e1}(e) : τ
(D:ITER)

Γ` e : τ

Γ, x : τ′ ` e : τ
(D:WEAK)

Γ, x1 : τ, x2 : τ` e : τ heap-free(τ)

Γ, x : τ` [x, x/x1, x2]e : τ
(D:CNTR) · `� :♦

(D:DIA)

Figure 6: Static semantics of System SLR.

e ::= x x
lam{τ}(x.e) λ(x : τ)e
app(e1;e2) e1(e2)
tt true
ff false
if(e;e1;e2) if e then e1 else e2

pair(e1;e2) 〈e1,e2〉
letp(e1; x1, x2.e2) letp〈x1, x2〉 = e1 in e2

nil nil
cons(e1;e2;e3) cons (e1,e2,e3)
iterL{e0; x1, x2, y.e1}(e) iter e {nil ,→ e0 | cons (x1, x2,_) with y ,→ e1

�

There is no introduction form for value of type ♦ at the surface syntax. We add an expression
� that formally acts at such an introduction form. However, we only need it to define the
evaluation judgment.

The type judgment Γ ` e : τ is defined in Figure 6. The type system is has weakening
furl D:WEAK in is therefore affine. We also controlled sharing of heap-free types in the rule
D:CNTR. The heap-free types do not contain diamonds and can be freely shared. The judgement
heap-free(τ) is defined by the following rules.

heap-free(bool)
(HF-B)

heap-free(τ1) heap-free(τ2)

heap-free(τ1 ⊗τ2)
(HF-T)

It is clear that list types should not be heap-free since it would violate the non-size increasing
property to create, say, a pair of lists 〈x, x〉. Can you give an example that shows that it would be
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unsound to declare function types to be heap-free?
In the rule D:CONS, we need a head, a tail, and diamond. Conversely, in the rule D:ITER

the diamonds in the list can be used in the iterative step, binding it to x2 in the judgment
x1 :♦, x2 : τ′, y : τ` e2 : τ. The context Γ1,Γ2 can be only used in e and e1 but not in e2 since it is
executed multiple times, which would mean to use the variables multiple times.3 Similarly only
the recursive result y , the diamond x1, and the head x2 are available in e2. Allowing the use of
the tail of the input e, like in the recursor, would mean to use it multiple times, which we have to
prevent.

Dynamic semantics The dynamic semantics can be given using a standard evaluation dynam-
ics e ⇓ v . We only give a few key rules.

nil ⇓ nil
(D:NIL)

e1 ⇓� e2 ⇓ v2 e3 ⇓ v3

cons(e1;e2;e3) ⇓ cons(�; v2; v3)
(D:CONS)

e ⇓ nil e0 ⇓ v

iterL{e0; x1, x2, y.e1}(e) ⇓ v
(E:ITERL-N)

e ⇓ cons(�; v2; v3) iterL{e0; x1, x2, y.e1}(v3) ⇓ vr [�, v2, vr /x1, x2, y]e1 ⇓ v

iterL{e0; x1, x2, y.e1}(e) ⇓ v
(E:ITERL-C)

Expressivity of System SLR We can define binary numerals using lists of Booleans as follows.

0̂ = nil�2n +1 = cons(�; ff; n̂)á2(n +1) = cons(�; tt; n̂)

Definition. We say that a function h :Nk →N is definable in System SLR there is an expression
eh : L(bool) →···→ L(bool) → L(bool) such that e(n̂1) · · · (n̂k ) ⇓ áh(n1, . . . ,nk ) for all ~n.

The main theorem is that exactly the non-size increasing functions in the class FP are
definable in System SLR.

Theorem 5. A function h : Nk → N is definable in System SLR if and only if h is in FP and
|h(~n)| ≤∑

1≤i≤k |ni |.
The proof of the “only if” direction is not too difficult. If h is definable then we can show

|h(~n)| ≤∑
1≤i≤k |ni | using a denotational model based on length spaces that as outlined below.

From this model, we also derive that the size of each intermediate data-structure that appears in
the computation is bounded K =∑

1≤i≤k |ni |. The polynomial time bound then follows because
each program can only nest a constant number of iterations.

The “if” direction is more involved. Hofmann [Hof02] showed how to simulate an arbitrary
Turing machine whose time complexity is bounded by a polynomial.

Non-size increasing functions Here, we are sketching denotational semantics for System SLR.
This is not required to understand the language or the soundness result. However, it is instructive
to develop an intuition.

We can give a set-theoretic interpretation to types as follows.

�bool� = {tt, ff}
�♦� = {�}
�τ1( τ2� = �τ1�→ �τ2�
�τ1 ⊗τ2� = �τ1�×�τ2�
�L(τ)� = {[v1, . . . , vn] | n ∈N, vi ∈ �τ�}

3Note that Hofmann did not allow the use of variables from the context in e0. However, it is sound to alleviate this
restriction.
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The size sv (τ) of a value v : τ is defined as follows.

sbool(v) = 0
s♦(�) = 1
sτ1(τ2 ( f ) = min{c | ∀v ∈ �τ1�.sτ2 ( f (v)) ≤ c + sτ1 (v)}
sτ1⊗τ2 (〈v1, v2〉) = sτ1 (v1)+ sτ2 (v2)
sL(τ)([v1, . . . , vn]) = n +∑

1≤i≤n sτ(vi )

Note that sτ1(τ2 ( f ) can actually be undefined if the set is empty and no minimum exists. As
a result, sizes of other types can be undefined as well. Notice that a function f ∈ �τ1( τ2� is
non-size increasing if and only if sτ1(τ2 (() f ) = 0.

Denotations of terms are non-size increasing in the following sense.

Theorem 6. Let Γ` e : τ and let V be an environment for Γ such that sΓ(x)(V (x)) is defined for
each x ∈ dom(Γ). Then

sτ(�e�(V )) ≤ ∑
x∈dom(Γ)

sΓ(x)(V (x))

General recursion If we replace structural recursion (the list iterator) with general recursion
(fixed points) in System SLR then the definable functions correspond to the class EXP [Hof02],
that is, the union of the classes DTIME(2p(n)) over all polynomials p.

It might be surprising at first that the possibility of non-termination does not make the
language to powerful. However, Cook showed that EXP is identical to the class of functions that
can be computed in linear space with an unbounded stack, which provides good intuition for
the result.

Beyond complexity classes Programming in System SLR is very natural and it is interesting
to study it as programming language beyond it our immediate goal of representing complexity
classes. For example, we can compile the first-order fragment for System SLR to C programs
without malloc (i.e., memory allocation).

The biggest limitation of System SLR is that function are non-size increasing. However, if
we look beyond the representation of functions h :Nk →N then the limitation can be lifted by
adding function arguments of type♦. An example, is the function double: L(♦⊗bool)( L(bool)
below that appends a list to itself.

double ≡λ(x : L(♦⊗bool))append(x)(x)

The idea of adding additional diamonds to the input is the basis of automatic amortized analysis,
which we will discuss in the next lecture.
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